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2015 Scripps National Spelling Bee Semifinals Test
Semifinals Test Section A: Round Four Spelling

1.

A. adciticious

B. adscititious

C. adsiticious

D. adsititious

E. adsciticious

This word is from Latin.
(adjective)
supplemental : additional.
Maribel thought the _____ materials at the back of her textbook served little purpose and were there just
to make the book heavier.
Please pay careful attention to the definition and part of speech. This word has a homonym or could be
confused with a word that has a similar pronunciation.
2.

A. tanend

B. tannined

C. tanind

D. tanined

E. tannyned

This word is from French.
(adjective)
imbued or treated with any of a group of soluble astringent complex phenolic
substances that are widely distributed in plants and that are used to tan skin and hides.
The recently _____ leather remained supple and workable.
Please pay careful attention to the definition and part of speech. This word has a homonym or could be
confused with a word that has a similar pronunciation.
3.

A. contretemp

B. contretent

C. contratemps

D. cantratent

E. contretemps

This word is from a French part and a part that went from Latin to French.
(noun)
an inopportune embarrassing occurrence : a mishap : a mischance.
Jeremy moved steadily from blunder to _____ to embarrassment to disaster.
4.

A. Phalaenopsis

B. Phalanopsis

C. Phalenopsis

D. Phallenopsys

E. Phalinopsys

This word is made up of Greek parts.
(noun)
a genus of ornamental orchids that have fleshy leaves and large flowers of various
colors with broad lateral petals.
Native originally to southeast Asia, _____ is now one of the most popular orchids sold as potted plants.
5.

A. lulliloo

B. lullylu

C. lulilu

D. luliloo

E. lululu

This word is imitative.
(verb)
shout joyously.
Amali and her friends began to _____ along with the other wedding guests.
6.

A. karakurt

B. karikurt

C. caricurt

D. karicurt

E. caracurt

This word is from Turki, a Turkic literary language.
(noun)
a venomous spider of eastern Europe and Siberia.
The _____, a beautiful spider with 13 reddish spots on it, can be a problem in areas where grain is
harvested by hand.
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7.

A. elepaio

B. elapeio

C. elapaio

D. elepeio

E. ellapio

This word is from Hawaiian.
(noun)
a flycatcher found on several of the Hawaiian islands.
Steve spotted a tiny _____ finding shelter from the sun beneath a large fern.
8.

A. radicicaulous B. raticicholous

C. raticicaulous

D. radicichylous E. radicicolous

This word is made up of Latin parts and an English part.
(adjective)
living on or in roots.
Fernando spent much time in the college biology lab, studying the habits of _____ ants.
Please pay careful attention to the definition and part of speech. This word has a homonym or could be
confused with a word that has a similar pronunciation.
9.

A. seausie

B. sosie

C. sozie

D. sosille

E. seaucie

This word is from a French literary name, which was derived from a Latin literary name.
(noun)
a person having an exact likeness with another : a double.
Jeff is the _____ of a popular TV actor, which led him to work as the actor's stunt double.
10. A. karsel

B. carcel

C. carsel

D. carcil

E. karsal

This word came from Spanish, which formed it from a Latin word.
(noun)
a place or condition of confinement or restraint (as of a person) : imprisonment.
The former tobacco factory was used as a Confederate _____ during the Civil War.
Please pay careful attention to the definition and part of speech. This word has a homonym or could be
confused with a word that has a similar pronunciation.
11. A. khathakhali

B. kathakali

C. khathakali

D. kadakhali

E. katakali

This word is from a word that went from Sanskrit to Malayalam.
(noun)
a spectacular lyric dance drama of southern India based on Hindu literature and
performed with acrobatic energy and highly stylized pantomime.
The performers of the _____ enacted a love story that has charmed audiences for many generations.
12. A. Walpuhrgisnacht B. Valpurgisnacht C. Walpurgisnakt D. Valpergisnacht

E. Walpurgisnacht

This word is from German.
(noun)
something (as an event or situation) having a wildly emotional or nightmarish
character.
After the _____ that was her last birthday party, Carrie swore she would never play Pin The Tail On The
Donkey again.
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Semifinals Test Section A: Round Four Spelling
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A. adciticious

8.

A. radicicaulous

B. adscititious

B. raticicholous

C. adsiticious

C. raticicaulous

D. adsititious

D. radicichylous

E. adsciticious

E. radicicolous

A. tanend

9.

A. seausie

B. tannined

B. sosie

C. tanind

C. sozie

D. tanined

D. sosille

E. tannyned

E. seaucie

A. contretemp

10.

A. karsel

B. contretent

B. carcel

C. contratemps

C. carsel

D. cantratent

D. carcil

E. contretemps

E. karsal

A. Phalaenopsis

11.

A. khathakhali

B. Phalanopsis

B. kathakali

C. Phalenopsis

C. khathakali

D. Phallenopsys

D. kadakhali

E. Phalinopsys

E. katakali

A. lulliloo

12.

A. Walpuhrgisnacht

B. lullylu

B. Valpurgisnacht

C. lulilu

C. Walpurgisnakt

D. luliloo

D. Valpergisnacht

E. lululu

E. Walpurgisnacht

A. karakurt
B. karikurt
C. caricurt
D. karicurt
E. caracurt

7.

A. elepaio
B. elapeio
C. elapaio
D. elepeio
E. ellapio
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Semifinals Test Section B: Round Four Vocabulary
13. A deltiologist is a collector of:

19. A mansard is what part of a house?

A. maps

A. garage

B. matchbooks

B. roof

C. river rocks

C. entrance hall

D. postcards

D. window

14. Someone with a malapert attitude is:
A. constantly angry
B. easily frightened
C. impudently bold
D. sensible and well-adjusted
15. The inhabitants of a vespiary are:
A. snakes
B. monks
C. bees
D. wasps
16. A collutorium is used as:
A. a meeting room
B. an automotive lubricant
C. a theater
D. a mouthwash
17. Anaclastic means:
A. unyielding
B. capable of springing back
C. re-formed after melting
D. ball-shaped
18. An epithalamium is:
A. a posterior region of the brain
B. a type of animal tissue

20. What does it mean to circummure
something?
A. use too many words to describe it
B. avoid it
C. put a wall around it
D. investigate it
21. Someone who is toploftical has:
A. an unusually large forehead
B. a superior attitude
C. a high-ranking professional position
D. esoteric ideas
22. Another word for élan is:
A. flair
B. éclair
C. boredom
D. patio
23. What is sonoluminescence?
A. emission of light by a liquid when
traversed by high-frequency sound waves
B. glowing due to energy originating within a
substance itself
C. coordination of music and lighting in a
stage production
D. enhanced capacity for both seeing and
hearing
24. Something that is eburneous is what color?

C. a celebratory song for a bride

A. deep black

D. a courtyard outside a large hall

B. creamy white
C. fiery red
D. medium brown
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Semifinals Test Section C: Round Five Vocabulary
25. Which of the following are most likely to be in
collusion?
A. an enemy and a traitor
B. a liquid into which another is dissolved
C. two legs of a table
D. an asteroid and a planet

Semifinals Test Section D: Round Six Vocabulary
26. Which of these is a symptom of dysphemia?
A. sleeplessness
B. mental confusion
C. bad breath
D. stammering
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